Targeted therapeutic applications of acoustically active microspheres in the microcirculation.
The targeted delivery of intravascular drugs and genes across the endothelial barrier with only minimal side effects remains a significant obstacle in establishing effective therapies for many pathological conditions. Recent investigations have shown that contrast agent microbubbles, which are typically used for image enhancement in diagnostic ultrasound, may also be promising tools in emergent, ultrasound-based therapies. Explorations of the bioeffects generated by ultrasound-microbubble interactions indicate that these phenomena may be exploited for clinical utility such as in the targeted revascularization of flow-deficient tissues. Moreover, development of this treatment modality may also include using ultrasound-microbubble interactions to deliver therapeutic material to tissues, and reporter genes and therapeutic agents have been successfully transferred from the microcirculation to tissue in various animal models of normal and pathological function. This article reviews the recent studies aimed at using interactions between ultrasound and contrast agent microbubbles in the microcirculation for therapeutic purposes. Furthermore, the authors present investigations involving microspheres that are of a different design compared to current microbubble contrast agents, yet are acoustically active and demonstrate potential as tools for targeted delivery. Future directions necessary to address current challenges and advance these techniques to clinical practicality are also discussed.